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Abstract 
The teaching process in the schools with formal training is interrupted mostly by the student's behavior 
problems in the classroom. The aim of this study; to research is on clearing up the students' behavior disorder 
by the effect of Behavior Management System which is the today's version of the combination of the methods 
and ways with technology usage to provide the continuation of the process of proper teaching. To keep in mind 
the education world's studies about the tablet implementation in education, Behavior Management System 
make it used in all platforms by making it compatible with all the mobile technologies of the web. 
 
The research will be in a classroom in which there are many students showing behavioral disorder and in which 
students come to the forefront by revealing weakness of discipline. So this will be applied in two different 
classrooms of a teacher who teach in a class with the students having behavioral disorder. During the teaching 
process of the teachers, there will be observation on the students with the topics of attitudes, speaking with 
permission, ongoing performance and doing homework. All the same observation process will be repeated in 
another classroom in which In Class Behavior Management System is used. The other phase is students' point 
of view. Students will be asked about the understanding of the topic, teaching process, the willingness of the 
participation to the learning period. The level of that willingness will be tested by some questions as well. A 
similar questioning will be done in a different lesson in which Behavior Management System is used properly.  
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